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HAVE YOU EVER MET A PERSON 
WHO DIDN’T MAKE MISTAKES?

Let’s face it, ALL intelligent, capable, and driven people make mistakes! It is 
an indication that they take action towards achieving their desired goals and 
objectives.

However, learning from our own mistakes can take years and lots of painful 
experiences which can be minimized by learning from people who have already 
made the same mistakes and can share the lessons.

Here I outline six common mistakes that we can make in business and life (I 
personally made them all myself) that cost us time, clients, money, reputation, 
and happiness and how to avoid them.
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#1Mistake Are You Selfish Enough? 

If you are not a selfish person, it is not necessarily a good thing.

I am not talking about being self-centered and egotistic.  I'm talking about 
taking care of your “self” first - being smart  and mature and clear about who 
you are and how you  want to live in this world. Here's one way of thinking 
about it.

If you aren't yourself, who are you going to be?

If you don’t take care of your Self first, then how can you take care of others?  
For example, if you sacrifice your values to please someone else, you will 
become angry and resentful towards and that person they would  not even 
know where it came from!

People who are not “self-ish” enough, don’t really know who they are – they 
are playing a role or trying to be someone they are not, and that's a recipe for 
disaster!

Unfortunately, most of our upbringing  encourages   us to be "people pleasers". 

This might mean  we are sacrificing our beliefs, our integrity or values, costing us 
time, money, happiness and fulfillment. 

Too often we get so caught up in making other people happy that we forget 
who we are, and how we want to live our lives.

We end up living someone else’s life, according to their ideals, values, and 
beliefs. Not understanding why we feel so dissatisfied, unfulfilled, and unhappy 
inside when everything we are doing seems to be “correct”.
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Have the courage to start listening to your 
heart and live your life on your own terms!

Sure it might make some people surprised and unhappy initially if you do 
that, but only  for a very short time. Once they see the new confident, strong, 
passionate, determined, and successful you; you will experience a level of 
respect and admiration you have never experienced before. 

So how do you change the old habit… of pleasing others by saying “YES” to 
them and “NO” to yourself? How do you become more selfish by saying more  
"YESes" to yourself and “NOs” to others?

One way to do it is to put in place a strong foundation in your life.

By foundation I mean you need to
• Rediscover your Purpose

• Clarify your core Values

• Gain clarity about where you are going

• Design a comprehensive action plan to get there

• And work on your mindset to remove any blocks that might keep you from 
getting there!

By being VERY clear about what your core VALUES are; you are clear about 
what you CAN compromise on and what you absolutely should NOT compromise 
on. You also make better decisions because all our decisions and choices are 
based on the hierarchy of our values.

By understanding what is your PURPOSE for being here – your reason for getting 
up in the morning, you reignite your passion and live a longer and happier life.

By being clear WHERE you are going and HOW you will get there, you gain 
confidence and self-assurance.
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When you take control of your life, know exactly who you are, what you want, 
respect, like, love and ACCEPT yourself for who you are; you realize, that just 
by being YOUR-SELF you change the world for the better!

So Never "lose" your SELF in the false beliefs 
of wanting to please and to fit in!
Maybe not everyone will like you (and that should never be your ultimate goal 
anyway), but they'll respect and trust and admire you, and you'll achieve far 
more than if you lose your SELF in the mistaken hope that wearing a mask will 
make life easier.

This is YOUR life and YOU are all you have! Follow your heart and demand 
rational selfishness of yourself and those around you.

Selfishness does not mean you have to trample over or upset anyone –

it means you are doing what’s best for you, so 
you can then be the best YOU possible.
At the end of our days we don’t regret the things we did but what we knew in 
our heart we should do and let our fears or the opinions of others prevent us 
from doing it!

Learn more about laying a solid foundation with Six Weeks to 
Freedom online workshop. Click here for more information.

http://mashamalka.com/products-and-services/
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#2Mistake Letting the Fear Takeover Your Life

People often disguise their fears by an overinflated 
sense of duty, responsibility, or a false sense of security. This prevents them 
from experiencing lasting happiness, prosperity, and confidence.

Everyone has fears – including you and me, especially when launching a new 
business, doing something on your own, changing and, generally, getting out 
of your comfort zone.

Here is what you need to realize…
If there is something in your life you want, but do not have, it is because there is 
something you fear or feel negative about that prevents you from attracting to 
you!   It   can   also   be   an   illusionary  story  we  have  mistakenly  been  telling 
ourselves.

It might sound absurd at first since most of us want to be healthy, abundant, 
and loved, and if  you happen not to have  it, it is difficult to  accept that you 
might be the one causing this situation.

And yet, that is one of the Laws of this Universe and most of us are familiar with 
it by now – the Law of Attraction.
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But…
Unless you are completely congruent with what you want on every level, 
consciously and subconsciously, you will not be able to use this law to your 
advantage.

Interestingly, some people have developed the fear of the Law of Attraction 
because every time they find themselves feeling bad about something, they 
fear that they will attract more of it into their lives.

What is important to understand here is that for the Law of Attraction to work 
you need to experience the emotion quite intensely and for a period of time – 
if really intense just a few minutes is enough.

This means that if you catch yourself feeling negative about something or 
someone, the emotion will not manifest itself UNLESS you CHOOSE to keep 
that emotion for some time.

Therefore, in order to use the Law of Attraction to your advantage, do not be 
afraid of your emotions but choose not to dwell on those which you do not want 
to recreate!

Make it your responsibility to yourself to feel good on a regular basis:

• Focus on the outcomes that you want to experience and don’t worry about 
the process (it will take care of itself).

• Activate in your mind the times when you felt proud and really good about 
yourself. Replay those memories often and especially when you feel unhappy 
with yourself.

• Surround yourself with people and information that make you feel good.

Sometimes it takes conscious effort to feel good on a regular basis but soon it 
becomes a habit that ATTRACTS experiences which reproduce the feel-good 
emotions.

Keep in mind, the more you focus on your problems, the more of those problems 
you attract; Alternately, the  more  you  feel happy and grateful, the sooner  
your life will change.
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#3Mistake
Stress and the Feeling of Not 
Enough

Let me ask you, do you feel stressed right now? Have you felt stressed in the 
last few days?

What do you think is 
causing you stress?
Is it your partner, your kids, parents, 
traffic, bad weather, lack of money, 
lack of attention, someone’s bad 
mood, boring job or no job, lack of 
time, all of the above?

No!

Actually, it isn’t anything on the outside that creates stress in your life.  Once 
again, it is your FEARS! And most of our fears are nothing more than mind 
created illusions.

When you are stressed you are being fearful 
of something.
And it is  important to realize  when we are talking about fear that you can 
only be in just one place – at any given moment - you are either in the place of 
FEAR or in the place of LOVE.

When you are experiencing LOVE you cannot feel FEAR and when you feel FEAR 
you cannot feel LOVE.

The emotions of frustration; sadness; anger; feeling overwhelmed or annoyed… 
these are feelings generated by fear.
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The most common fear is the fear of NOT 
ENOUGH:

• Fear of not having enough

• Fear of not doing enough and

• Fear of not being enough

When we feel that we are not enough, we fear that people will not love us. That 
they might not want to stay with us and often we do things for others even if it 
goes against our values or what we truly want because of this fear.

When we feel that we do not have enough, we are afraid to lose what we 
already have. We are holding on to many things we do not need anymore. We 
also settle for work that is less than satisfying because we fear that that is all 
we can do to have enough.

Fear paralyzes us. It takes away our power. It takes away our ability to fulfill 
our destiny and to live the life we are meant to live.

On the other hand

A life that is full of LOVE is full of joy; excitement, gratitude, peace of mind, and 
happiness. A life that is purposeful and fulfilling.
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Where would YOU like to spend most 
of your time?

It is time for you to move away from fear into love and reclaim your power!

-The power to be who you are and to live your life on your own terms;

   -Unafraid of not being, doing, or having enough!

So, when you are feeling stressed, remind yourself that stress is caused by 
your own interpretation of events and by fear.

Ask yourself, what am I afraid of right now? Whatever it is, you are better, 
stronger, and wiser than that! Realize that awareness is often enough to 
erase fears.

Remember…

The fear itself is a lot more painful than the action that helps you overcome 
that fear!

Finally, affirm to yourself regularly I AM ENOUGH! And watch your client-
base, income, confidence, and calm sense of focus shoot up!
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04Mistake
Getting ‘Stuck’ Asking for Help, 
Expert Advice, or Delegating

Another common mistake that many entrepreneurs make is thinking that they 
can and should do it all on their own.

They pride themselves on being super-women or super-men,  getting 
significance out of being too busy or too tired.

They carry the weight of the world on their shoulders and feel that    unless 
they do it no one  else  is  willing or capable of doing it (or at least not as good 
as them). 

To succeed as an entrepreneur… 
It is essential to create a support   group and be able to leverage your time as 
well as your knowledge by asking for help or delegating effectively.

If you live far away from your family or the family is not able or willing to help 
you, if your friends are too busy, if you can’t afford to hire someone, or if there 
is anything else that prevented you so far to get assistance, here is the truth –

It is just an excuse!
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Stop looking for excuses and start 
finding solutions.

I live far away from my family and my friends are 
very busy people. I have 3 young children and lots 
of cooking and cleaning to do. I know for a fact that 
if I didn’t create a strong support system, I could 
never run my business – there just would not be 
enough time or energy left.

When I decided to start my business as a coach 
and a trainer, I first hired a cleaner who came 
twice a  week  for  2  hours (she baby-sat for me 
sometimes as well).

For the first 6 months or so I worked just to be able to afford her. But as I 
started to spend less time doing chores I disliked and doing what I do best, I 
started to grow my business and make more money.

Eventually I got a full-time housekeeper that gave me a great amount of 
freedom. Even though I still like to cook for my family, I don’t have to do it if 
I don’t have time or don’t feel like it. Most importantly, I can spend so much 
more quality time with my kids, which I couldn’t before as I was too stressed 
cleaning and doing laundry.

I also made friends with other busy mothers like myself and we help each 
other with dropping or picking up kids.

Finally, I found people who are much  better than  
me in  marketing, social media, computer and 
programming and so on.

I exchange services with them,   partner up with 
them,     or just pay them. In the long run, leveraging 
myself this way saves me a lot of time, frustration 
and money.



The point I am making is that…

Being able to delegate and 
feeling comfortable asking for 
help when it is needed is not a 
sign of weakness but a sign of 
confidence and intelligence.
Make a list of all that you have to do on a regular basis 
in all areas of your life. EVERYTHING on your list that 
can be delegated (unless you really enjoy doing it 
yourself) should be delegated.

Start with one or two things and then expand to others.

Use the freed-up time to do what you do best and only 
you can do as well as to get that needed time to be 
with yourself, recharge, re-evaluate, and create!
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05Mistake
Not Having a Clear and Effective Sales 
and Marketing Strategy in Place

To optimize our success in business and career, it is essential to have a sales and 
marketing strategy which is simple, cost-effective and based on our strengths.

One  of  the  major  challenges  I  see  with  clients  who  are  implementing  a 
marketing strategy for  the  first  time is they have failed to obtain the necessary 
expertise and skills needed to pull it off.

Whether you are selling products, advice, expertise, property, finance or 
yourself…it’s all sales and marketing… whether you like it or not!

The number one skill to learn, in my opinion, is quality salesmanship.  This 
is  because  sales  skills  are  transferrable  across  all industries, and are 
extremely useful life skills which can be used socially as well as for business 
and career purposes.

It is important to recognize that we are not talking about pushy, the old style 
‘gift of the gab’ sales or ‘closing’ techniques. When I speak about sales skills. 
I am referring to elegant, professional communication which can be used 
in many different scenarios such as public speaking, letter or copy writing 
(salesmanship in print), one to one selling, group presentations etc.
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The key here is to find someone or a company who can train you in the right 
way to suit your style. I always like to work with people who are recommended 
for their high standards and I recommend you do so, too.

There is no point being in business and hoping to achieve your goals without 
a major part of your time being spent on sales and marketing. And, if you are 
setting up a business or new career for the first time, you MUST focus your 
time and efforts on these areas.

It is very easy to spend our time on getting everything else right, such as the 
product, our website, accounts, flashy brochures etc. But, if we don’t realize 
that every business is first and foremost a sales and marketing business, we 
massively decrease our chances of success, creating pain, worry and stress.

So, what can we do to create an effective 
sales and marketing strategy?
Here are 3 steps I highly recommend:
1. Get really clear on the results you are looking for

2. Model someone who is already obtaining those results

3. Don’t wait until it’s perfect to get started!

Let’s look at these points in a little more detail…
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Getting really clear on the results you are 
looking for…
Without clarity we can achieve little. This is why we are encouraged to set clear, 
concise and simple goals. Quite simply – it works!

• Just how much money do you want to make and in what period of time?

• Who do you want to do business with, and where?

• What type of clientele would you love to have?

• Describe your ideal products, services and offerings.

I cannot stress highly enough how important this process is.  Invest some  time 
in this and really think through and put down on paper exactly what it is you want 
to achieve, what skills would  you like to  acquire, who would you like to  partner 
with? And don’t worry  too much  about  getting it ‘right’…as Nike say ‘Just Do 
It’.
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Model Someone Who Is Already Obtaining 
Those Results

Want to learn one of the greatest shortcuts available? Then modeling is IT. 

Modeling is a term used in NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) which refers to 
a method  by which we can  replicate  outstanding results and outcomes in any 
field, just by discovering how somebody does what it is they are already doing, 
to get the results they are producing.

For example, if  I  wanted  to  create  the  very best tuna salad in the world, the 
simplest way to do it would be to track down a chef who is already producing 
an outstanding tuna salad, sit her down and discover how she does it; what 
ingredients she uses, in what proportions, timings and any added elements 
essential to the process.

Then, if I replicated as accurately as possible her methods I would massively 
increase my chances of recreating a similar tuna salad.

Now,  this  exact process can  be  applied  to  almost anything. With  this 
in mind, there are countless individuals, companies and businesses already 
producing the type of results you desire.

So why reinvent the wheel?
• Discover who they are.

• Really get into the nitty-gritty of what they are doing and why.

• Look at all their ads, systems and offers.

• And then put your own spin on them (Never outright plagiarize!).

Without doubt, this is the number one shortcut to success!
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Don’t Wait Until Its Perfect To Get Started!

Perfectionism is almost an addiction. And it is not something to be proud of!

It can be highly destructive to our forward movement and actually prevents us 
from rapidly obtaining the lessons and results we need.

The problem with being obsessed with perfectionism is simple; it  just can’t be 
achieved and you can never be at peace trying to get there!

This is really important in marketing and selling. We have all heard of the 
expression Ready, Aim, Fire! Well, this doesn’t work very well in marketing. 
Waiting until your ads or websites are perfect before you use them is just a 
form of procrastination.

The world’s elite marketers all adopt the following philosophy

Ready, Fire…Aim!!
Because testing is the key to marketing ‘home runs’ you will never know how 
well you are doing until your marketing is out there. If you get a fantastic result 
first time around, then the chances are it was pure luck. Seriously!

Most top marketers had to test, test, test to get the stellar results they obtain 
now. Importantly, they rarely consider unprofitable strategies a failure…just a 
way not to do it. They adjust, and go on with a different spin.

Now, if you do your homework, and follow the method of modeling well enough,  
you immediately improve your chances of success.

So, to recap, dump perfectionism for action…it’s a shortcut to getting the 
results you want.
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06Mistake Not Keeping Up With the Times

Successful entrepreneurs today understand 
that the face of business has dramatically 
shifted and those who keep up with the times 
prosper, and those who don’t, lose everything 
very quickly.

The only real constant we 
can rely on is CHANGE.

Everything in the world tends to change…the 
weather, people’s moods, our bank accounts, 
clients we attract, and virtually everything else 
in between.

When it comes to building and maintaining success in our business lives in this 
modern, technology based environment, it is absolutely essential to keep up to 
date with trends and changes in communication, marketing, recruiting, selling 
etc.

Another key questions to ask ourselves are where and who are we in the 
market? Are we investing the necessary time and effort in developing our skill 
sets, our brand and our results?

Who do you want to be in the minds of your clients, your peers,  and your 
colleagues? Does this self-image fit with your authentic self? Because  if it 
does not…
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you may struggle in maintaining something 
you are not.
I am a great believer in ensuring that we are living our lives in alignment with 
our values, ethics and principles.

This helps us in keeping pace with the changing world of business.

In the last few years we have seen incredible shifts in the way business has 
been done. The whole migration to using social media as a tool of business 
means we have to seriously consider learning about it now, rather than missing 
out on it later.

From my own experience, having to learn this new method of business 
communication (such as Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter) was a little daunting. 
Many of my associates were using these in a big way, and to be honest I felt a 
little as if I’d been left behind. I knew it was something I needed to do…so I 
did what I recommend to you now - find someone who’s already doing it and 
learn how to do the same.

This is the concept of modeling, which we spoke about before.

Test results are frequently demonstrating now that direct mail is becoming a 
more profitable method of reaching new and existing clients. But, this method 
of marketing has been ignored because it’s seen as expensive.

Effective direct mail is often the most profitable method of marketing available 
when you know the numbers.

On an even more important note and tip, the combination on of both methods 
works even better. This is why we need to keep up to date with trends.
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So, what could you do to keep up with the 
times

1. Read any industry publications, magazines, blogs or newsletters that are 
relevant to your business and or sectors. Keep and clip information you 
believe to be important (don’t hoard though!). Make time to do this and try 
and spot what trends are occurring.

2. Get connected to the key players, experts and leaders. If they have social 
media – connect to it, follow them and notice what they are announcing.

3. Invest in up to date training. Attend seminars, workshops, networking 
events, trainings. Learn new skills, refresh old ones. A new skill is something 
you can keep with you for life…it’s an investment.

Business and life is a journey of lesson after 
lesson.
Those of us who are aware and smart, learn from our experiences, and implement 
our new knowledge. In essence, the more opportunities we face, the quicker 
we can progress.

Isn’t business just another great playground for experiencing new 
lessons? Click here to learn more about the services I offer.

Copyright Masha Malka 2018©
...............................................................................

http://mashamalka.com/products-and-services/
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ABOUT MASHA MALKA
Masha Malka has defied the odds throughout her 
life. Leaving the only life, and country, she had 
known, Masha Malka’s life turned upside down 
when her family fled the Soviet Union.

Overcoming the struggles of being a refugee at 17 
years old, living below the poverty line, wondering 
where her next meal would come from to decades 
later dealing with a very difficult break-up of a 
20-years marriage, living in seven countries, to 
becoming an internationally recognized author, 
speaker and a life and executive coach to hundreds of clients has given Masha 
the unique ability to understand what it takes to turn your life around.

Masha is the best-selling author and founder of The One Minute Coach™ 
educational system. She has worked as an executive coach for over 15 years. 
Built a successful import and distribution company, taught Business Leadership 
at MUIC, won Ballroom dancing competitions, and earned her Master’s Degree 
in Higher Education while raising three children. Masha also has training 
certificates in Accelerated Learning Techniques and Transformational Thinking, 
Graduate Certificate in Teaching and Training Online and a diploma in Clinical 
Hypnotherapy. She is a best-selling author of The One Minute Coach™: Change 
your life one minute at a time. She’s the author of Discover Your Inborn Genius 
e-book; a contributing author to the Chicken Soup for the Soul: Power Moms; 
the Power of Persistence book; Achieve Your Ultimate Success DVD, and much 
more.

Visit www.mashamalka.com  for more information 
on all of Masha’s products and services.

http://www.mashamalka.com
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Social Media 

https://twitter.com/mashamalka

https://www.facebook.com/groups/theoneminutecoach

https://www.linkedin.com/in/masha-malka-035b995/ 

https://www.facebook.com/masha.malka
http://www.linkedin.com/in/masha-malka-035b995/
http://www.twitter.com/mashamalka
https://www.facebook.com/groups/theoneminutecoach
https://www.linkedin.com/in/masha-malka-035b995/
https://twitter.com/mashamalka
https://www.linkedin.com/in/masha-malka-035b995/
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Here’s what others are saying…

It was amazing to be part of your workshop! You facilitated it beautifully.  In 
fact, the information in it is becoming part of me, and as such is causing me to 
adopt different practices. It's like a new door opening. 
Cheryl Alexander
Executive coach and Founder
Cheryl Alexander & Associates

You are an amazing leader and person. I have grown a great deal as a leader 
simply by talking with you and evaluating your comments and techniques. I am 
always looking for new approaches and enjoy sharing ideas and experiences 
with creative leaders such as yourself. Thank you!

Casey Anderson
Process Improvement Manager for Customer Operations

Inet Technologies US

Masha Malka has been invited to speak on four occasions due to her 
professionalism and ease with public speaking. Her topics and subject matter 
have always been of great interest to everyone in attendance. 

Cindy Barnes
Founder and President

Grapevine Ladies Luncheon Club

The Baseline Foundation is a well-structured and interactive program designed 
to help individuals to focus internally, understand, clarify and formulate their 
own purpose, vision and values. Masha Malka is a persistent and energetic coach 
that supports participants through their journey with drive and enthusiasm. 
Recommend the program to people who find themselves on a crossroad or 
have to make important personal decisions for their future.

Yulita Decheva
HR Manager Bulgaria/SF CEE HRAM
Shell Bulgaria AD
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